Change Management with Windchill 10.0

Overview

This course constitutes a comprehensive review of Windchill Change Management functionality. In addition, the content is built to support topic-based course configurations.

After completing this course, you will be prepared to complete basic Windchill Change Management tasks and activities, as well as having a better understanding of Windchill change management processes.

In this course, you will learn about change management capabilities in Windchill. You will review the closed-loop change process that is the foundation of Windchill’s Change Management discipline. You will learn how to report problems and monitor the progress of changes. You will also review the entire fast-track change process, taking multiple roles while creating a change request, a change notice, and completing implementation tasks. Finally, you will learn about and create a variance.

At the end of each module, you will complete a skills assessment. The questions are used to help reinforce your understanding of the module topics and form the basis for review of any topics, if necessary.

Course Objectives

• Introduction to the Change Management system
• Create a problem report
• Create a change request
• Create a change notice and implementation tasks
• Implement changes
• Create a variance
• View the change monitor
Prerequisites

- WBT-3000-0 Locate and View Information with Windchill 10.0 or equivalent
- Basic understanding of product development processes and deliverables
- Basic browser and Web navigation skills

Audience

- This course is intended for any user that needs to report problems, and interact with product change information in Windchill
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